A neuron that tracks landmarks helps rats know where they are
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Visual landmarks enable an animal to know where it is oriented in relation to its environment.
Dartmouth researchers have identified a new type of neuron in the rat brain, which appears to help facilitate this type of visual and spatial processing. The results are published in *Science Advances*.

In the *rat brain*, *neurons* known as "head direction cells," have long been thought to play an important role in a rat's ability to discern what direction it is facing. These neurons are only active when the rat faces a certain direction. If the rat is facing north, a head direction cell for north is activated. Each head direction cell is specific to a particular direction that the rat is facing, which the Dartmouth researchers refer to as a "classic head direction cell." Prior research has shown that these cells rely on a number of cues including landmarks, and motor and vestibular information (related to the sense of balance) in order to be activated.

"Over the past couple decades, head direction cells have been identified in more and more parts of the brain, which appears to help facilitate this type of visual and spatial processing. The results are published in *Science Advances*.

Each classic head direction cell only fires to one direction. The authors, however, now demonstrate that head direction cells in a part of the brain known as the postrhinal cortex can fire in two different directions depending on the visual landmarks in the surrounding environment.

For the study, rats were placed in a square enclosure (one rodent per trial) and had to navigate their surroundings, as they foraged for scattered sugar pellets while the authors recorded head direction cell activity. The rats were exposed to different visual cues. The enclosure initially contained one prominent visual landmark, a white cardboard sheet along the south wall. For one part of the trial, an identical white cardboard sheet was then placed along the opposite wall (to the north), so that the visual landmark was duplicated. The results showed that when two visual landmarks were present, the head direction cells in the postrhinal cortex became bidirectional and responded to two different directions. In contrast, classic head direction cells in other brain areas were always unidirectional. When all visual landmarks were removed from the enclosure, the postrhinal head direction cells fired less strongly but continued to respond to where the original landmark had been located, indicating that they had retained a memory of the landmark's usual location.

"We think that the postrhinal head direction cells are doing more of the visual kind of estimating head direction, whereas the classic head direction cells rely more on an internal signal that is primarily dependent on motor and vestibular information and less on a visual signal," says LaChance.

"Our results demonstrate that the rodent head
direction cells in the postrhinal cortex behave much differently than all the other head direction cells that have been studied in the past 35 years," says senior author Jeffrey Taube, professor of psychological and brain sciences at Dartmouth. "These neurons may be encoding the animal's environmental context in relation to its situation, and help anchor a rodent's sense of orientation."

The rodent postrhinal cortex is thought to be similar to the parahippocampal cortex in the human brain, so according to the researchers, the results may provide clues into humans' sense of orientation.
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